Galighticus DREAM LOG 4th
testament
I’ve had recordings but none like these. Looking at
these recording shows me how far I have to go. I do maybe have one or two
that were powerful. Also some I have pieces of lord Thoth my father saying
Connor Richie Jensen

you’ll be ready when you get your Devine beacon
. (In a very big voice)
also yemaya was going to show her full self to me but lord Thoth said in a
very big voice your not ready for that and blocked that out lbs.
Peace & Love
I would like to share with the galighticus family my recording I
received May 31, 18. I was in Sri Master Gano Grills class (4th
dream I've had with him). He was giving instructions to pick out
something to do art on. I was a bit frantic going through my closet of
clothes trying to find a shirt but while I was doing it I missed
something he said. Sri Master Gano Grills then came up to me
concerned and said if I don't understand something I need to ask.
He then offered to help me get the shirt I wanted from the closet,
which I pointed out a blue vest. Instead he pulled out a different shirt
that had art on it. The colors where metallic gold and rose gold but I
couldn't make out exactly what it was. It looked like the shape of
some kind of medallion, abstract.
The the dream changed...
I was in a beautiful peaceful pasture with one paved road and one
huge tree. A black man in black clothes was there with me. He
introduced himself as the Creator. This man was soft in demeanor
and humorous.
I did question him as to which creator or god he was and he
reaffirmed that he was THE CREATOR. He then asked me, do you
think that I cannot speak to you?
He went one to ask me if I knew why he created us, humans. He
said he created us to experience life and to enjoy those experiences
and we take things too seriously. He said very clearly but
humorously, I love those who stay in their own lane. There is no
point in comparing or competing with anyone else as, we literally
cannot compare each other bc we are all DIFFERENT, like
fingerprints. I had strong sense that I was being reminded to enjoy
life more so then being so serious. That day I on my way to work a

seen a taxi that was #33 and received an unexpected raise at my
job.
charlene duncan4 minutes ago
Greetings master Gano Grills I am Charlene from Trinidad every time I
listen to you my whole body goes into a transformation I speak a language I
don't understand I don't know what it means but I want to learn more I am
very grateful to you for your messages how can I learn more
nichola pritchard5 hours ago
I dreamt voice said to me talk about planning home coming .
Asha Velez
Yesterday at 9:44am
Namaste SRI MAster Gano Grills and my fellow Galighticians.
I will like to share with you today my 18year old son testimony Interfacing
with our "Super KAnd-EL.
This is how he speaks and express himself. I didnt edit it in any way. Be
Inspiried,
Forwarded from:Pv Dear, Sri Master Gano Grills - [ ] Through the process
and rituals of lighting the super KAndEL's i have made connections with
powers I'd like to call Celestial beings. My mom is student in the
Galighticus Movement. With the connections I have made through the Arch
Angel & Ascended Master Metatron he has showed me the way through
magic and energy of the other 4 KAndEL's as well as the spiritual work that
my mom does. They tell me that you are ancient. From lighting the Arch
Angel Micheal KAndEL I have started seeing his large blue form around
me, as well as constantly seeing the number 47 everytime i pay attention to
the time. The Lord Thoth KAndEL, the most powerful physical object I've
ever held in my mortal hands. I normally would look into the flames, feel
the energy and speak mantras into the KAndEL. When i read the instruction
it said to do exactly what i felt i should do naturally. That really opened all 3
of my eyes. The Solar Retrival Candle started me on a path the Self
awareness. After consultations with enlightented masters, i realized who my
I Am is. The Arch Angel of Raphael taught me that we all carry a little star
in us. It physically manifests itself as a heart, that is how we heal. Now i
have awoken, I'm learning how the Ascended Masters are giving humanity
the opportunity to be awakened. This knowledge and understanding of the
magic around us, increased and expanded Through the Rituals & Procces of
lighting the Super KAndEL's

Indigo Spirit Fox
22 hrs
Just recently recall my dream of meeting Sri master Gano before ever
meeting him in person on Atlantic avenue in Brooklyn (Atlantis). Days before
meeting him, he appeared in my dreams in all white and hit me with a beam
of lightning in my heart. Ive had been journeying ever since.
Morning Master Grills So I started to write you a message yesterday
and I didn’t complete it but what I was writing to ask you about was
my alter. There are a lot of videos on YouTube on how to start one
right now I have to start from where I am and I’m ordering 1 of my
Creator Kandels on Friday. I know I’m suppose to get 3 for the
abortions I’ve had so I have to start with 1 for right now then I’ll get
the other two this month. I know you only give rituals out to your
students which I will be. I just wanted to know how I start. A
foundation what kind of cloth do I need and if I just start with 1 kandle
am I just meditating. Then I burn the ancestor money? I’m not really
sure what to do or maybe there is a book I can get that you would
recommend to help me get started. I know when I burn the candles
I’m asking for forgiveness from the children I aborted. So something
peculiar last night I guess since I was thinking about asking you and
never finished, you came to me in a recording and guided me on
what to do but I can’t remember. Ugh I wish I could. Peace and
blessings
Nitrta Aiken
I had a dream last week and you were in it. In the dream it was me,
my two daughters and you. You had a book in your hand and you
were about to go over a lesson with us. You suddenly disappeared.
My father then came to me in the dream. My father relayed the
message to me, from you, that I need to bury it in the garden and you
would be right back. What is it that I am supposed to bury in the
garden?
Donella Hylton
Chavis june13,2018
Great Day! I’m just rising from rest and I dreamt about you for the most part
of the rest state. I was in a class in Staten Island it looked like the area
where the ferry is located and I went outside to go to a house to retrieve a
baby and the baby was not mine. The baby looked like my deceased

nephews child. When I got to the house I started to converse with my
nephew who identifies as a transgender since youth and she started to also
sweep and clean around me in this house. I finished talking to my
niece/nephew and left the house because I needed to go back to class. As I
was walking back to class the water began to flood the streets and I
panicked because I can’t swim. Then I heard you voice direct me to swim,
you literally started to say move your head, your hands and your feet this
way and that way and I started swimming!! I became less afraid with every
stroke as you guided me, then I turned into a Main Street and the water
subsided and you took my hand and lifted me to my feet and when I looked
up at you, I was dry!! I’m sorry, I know it’s early but I had to tell you what I
saw on my dream state. I know I’m connected to you in some way and I’m
going to make sure I follow directions and align myself with what your work
for my spiritual and soulful development.
Heru Nefer Sri Master Gano Grills, I didn't have an opportunity to
share with you my experience during the first attunement... I'm not
sure that this is an appropriate platform but.... During the first
Attunement I was awaken by a pulsating in my 1st eye region... and
waves of energy all over my body... I did drink alcohol the night
before(I was at my grandmother's wake in Trinidad)... I got up, went
to the rest room then I went back and sat on the bed in the lotus
position and called in my first atunements... after a few mins
although it was light outside it got really dark in my minds eye and I
felt like I was sitting in another room, actually a ship of some kind..
the room looked transparent to the galaxy outta space... I could we
stars and planets and you were sitting on my right side facing me in
the same lotus position as I was.... you were also transparent your
hair was all white...
Netrit Ab
During the seminar i had other interests experiences... the was a
insect humanoid confront of me I could see it clear as day with my
eyes closed.... i seemed to be trying to scare me... but I was not
afraid... During the location Reiki the building opened up in a slab on
the line I was sitting on above me and in front is me I could see the
sky, trees and other buildings... I heard "this is where you are
anywhere you are..."....then while I was giving the Kundalini Reiki I
saw a woman in a very rich red and silver dress walk straight
towards me and past me she appeared to be on a cell phone...my

are slowed the whole time... also... I was hearing a lot of chatter
and perceiving a lot of movement around me... as if the room was
full of more people than were in attendance...
Netrit Ab
Finally while I was giving Reiki, with my eyes closed... I saw you circling the
room watching every one when you got to me you shuck you finger as if to
point at me then motioned me to follow you... my hands didn't leave my
client but I remember having to fight the urge to follow you and keep my
mind at the take at hand... than you for taking the time to read these
messages and if you are so inclined to respond with some insight I will be
equally appreciative... Many Blessings to you!
Mike Twice
1 min
Has anyone who has the Cross Dimensional Access SOP had any notable
experience with it yet??? I believe I have in the dreamscape. The sky looked
more real than it ever has before and extrememely smooth if that makes
sense. But there were two Orbs in the sky and what looked like the arms of
the Cross Dimension SOP with light traveling from the horizon up into these
orbs. Everytime the light beams made it to the orbs, the orbs themselves
flashed VERY brightly while most people ran in fear i stood watching
curiously.....if anyone else has had a dream or exp such as this one please
share
Khonsu Imhotep
1 min
Had a dream I was traveling through the Universe going through pink and
purple nebula that appeared to have a large cosmic eye hidden within which
I would focus on and travel through once I noticed them. Afterwards I saw
Hindu and Khemetic dieties none of which I recognized abd they were the
size of planets. Next thing I know I'm on
a planet 9f giant beings, same Hindu and Khemetic look, they appear to be
lava with skin of gold

. That's all I remember.

Matthew Brooks
15 hrs
Greeting Galighticus Family I have a Long Testimony so Bear with me. As
I was making that numbers collage the App stopped 3 times!!! They didnt

want me to share this!!! Thanks to Sri Master Gano my Life has made a
Total Change!!! It started long ago when I found Alchemy and Lord Thoth.
He has been working on me slowly to transmutate my Negative Energy over
the course of my life but things became Accelerated after I saw a Vid of Sri
Master Gano on Sa Neter TV. Then I subscribed to his channel on
YouTube. Then I ordered Ancestor Money. Then I finally went to a
Seminar. Then between my Creator , Sri Laksmi and St Germain KA nd
ELs, My Double Cosmic Beacon, Galighticus Invocation( Which is SUPER
POWERFUL), My Cords getting Cut, my 3rd eye getting touched by his
scepter and Intense Prayers, Decrees and Invocations in front of my altar for
45 minutes to a hour every day I finally after 24 years straight Quit smoking
weed and Drinking Permanently !!! I was 1 of those people getting High off
the Knowledge instead of applying it. The Minute I decided to Apply it
Seriously Things Changed Drastically!!! I FEEL SUPER FREE!!! I've been
given the Ability to see Orbs and Light Particles of all Colors of the 7 Ray's
but I see a Deep Violet Sparkle all the Time!!! That Compelled me to buy a
St. GERMAIN KA nd EL now I work with St Germain, Omri Tas, The
Divine Director and Lord Zadkiel every day doing Violet Flame Decrees!!!
Now my Altar has so many Statues I can't really fit anymore!! I'm getting
Blessed with $$$$ all the Time (Which I Tithe Also) and have Never Felt
Better!!! The HIGH I have Now is uncomparable!! My Divine Parents
Came through and Cleaned House on all Levels!! Can't wait to See what's
Next this has Been an Exciting Adventure!!! AS ALWAYS I LOVE YOU
SRI MASTER GANO AND THANK YOU FROM THE PIT OF MY
HEART!! I WISH YOU THE
BEST!!! #LordThoth #LordGanesha#Galighticus #SriMasterGanoGrills #
Ascension

Gano Grills
You and 3 others manage the membership, moderators,
settings, and posts for Galighticus.
In the Emerald Scrolls of light, [its REAL NAME], He promised he
would come back.
It is written. Yet, people are afraid of what that really means on their
end.
Some people have grown comfortable in the prisons.
That is ok. Thus unrealized destiny, actually does cause a backlog in
the cosmos. It is like a clogged sink that has to be snaked.
The truth has always been stranger than fiction.

It is actually a miracle that your own search engine is telling you who
he IS.
Have a great day beloveds

Gano Grills
Admin · June 16 at 12:13pm
The 5th dimension is where you begin to see your divine parents
and ultimate realities clearly.
Without a well built consciousness, it will all remain a blurry
,enigmatic rare distant occurrence.
When you purposely seek to expand your consciousness, you
increase your ability to engage in what IS the higher is. You are there
everynite. You refuse to remember all that you see, for it is too
fantastic. You sometimes retain a morsel of its wonder.
I have shared many of your reports of these HyperNTR-EL
occurrences. I AM seeking to get you all to accept the
multidimensional aspects of who you already are.Without a solid
direction from one source and one teacher, your awareness will
continue to be speratic and unrefined. Some think they can do it all

alone. That is ego. For if that where possible the CREATOR of all
would not have sent the Gods,Angels,Prophets and Avatars to
awaken you out of your slumber.For the past 7years, I've met many
thousands of you in your dreams,visions and meditations to offer
you the path. Many of you have chosen to dismiss the offer. Fewer
of you have actually taken my hand.Ultimately whatever you choose
is fine. It's your free will. Free will comes with the cost of not being
eternal. Consciously choosing to be limited, Is it really worth it?Have
a great day. #Galighticus
Nicole Vaden
Yesterday at 8:19am
Greetings GaLIGHTicus family. I would like to share an experience I had
and a recording. Last night, while in bed, I decided to chant NAM MYOHO
RENGE KYO. A few minutes later my hands began to move on their own
doing various mudras. Then both of my hands were placed on each of my
chakras, starting with my sacral on up to my crown chakra. I could feel the
energy coming out of my hands and into my body. Afterwards I felt the
Kundalini energy rise up my back and I began arching and jerking for a few
moments, then I went to sleep. In my recording the Buddha gave me a word.
It began with an I and ended with a T, I’m not sure if I remember the correct
pronunciation. I repeated this word several times and felt a huge surge of
energy come into my body and it felt amazing. I don’t recall anything after
that but I am honored, grateful, and thankful to the Buddha for that powerful
word.

Novia McLymont
Yesterday at 8:17am
When your Father teaches you Words & Sequence of Power instead of
ABC’s, When he has the answer to Any and Every question you could
possibly ask, If he makes you laugh when he says words like “INNIT or
YETH?, When your Father visits you on the Dreamscape, you’re 200 ft tall
and able to leap over tall buildings in a single bound, When you thought that
he was just YOUR Dad but then you learn that he actually has 143, 999
other children that HE must Raise ALL over the world, If you wake up one
Sunday morning in Vegas, NY, London or anyplace else on this Planet with
a movement called Galighticus, a Fully Activated Kundalini, feeling like a
Reiki Master....Your Galactic Daddy must be none other than SRI Master

Gano Grills. Dear Master, you are The Brightest STAR on this planet, we
LOVE you, and are so proud to call you OUR own
Gano GrillsYou and 3 others manage the membership, moderators,
settings, and posts for Galighticus. I humbly thank you Novia McLymont.
You are all seeds of the Creators magnificent glory. Flourishing throughout
the cosmos. The key is to radiate and germinate your full potential, I am
grateful and humble to help you ALL do just that.
Have wonderFILLed days and nights
Mike Twice
June 16 at 12:52pm
Has anyone who has the Cross Dimensional Access SOP had any notable
experience with it yet??? I believe I have in the dreamscape. The sky looked
more real than it ever has before and extrememely smooth if that makes
sense. But there were two Orbs in the sky and what looked like the arms of
the Cross Dimension SOP with light traveling from the horizon up into
these orbs. Everytime the light beams made it to the orbs, the orbs
themselves flashed VERY brightly while most people ran in fear i stood
watching curiously
Donald Bryant Hey Mike! Each time I look at the SOP,, after a few
moments, the white orb in the center begins to pulse, then vibrate from side
to side! To be certain that I am seeing this correctly, I look away for a few
moments, place it on the table and begin again. Same thing only now it does
it sooner... perhaps it is giving me time to realize its authenticity??!
Given Jones Hi Everyone,
I had a Recording about a Egypt God, first I thought it was Lord
Thoth. But later something told me it was Anubis.
But before the recording I saw Sacred Geometry forms that
transformed to a female/male face with 3 eyes. The extra eye was
her first/third eye.
Then somehow I appeared in an Sacred Kemet underground City
with pyramids and other buildings.
I wanted to explore and have some great experience. But then I saw
a God with his full armor and staff. I thought it was Lord Thoth,
because I’m only familiar with him. The God didn’t wanted me there
I was thinking, because he instantly shoot me into the sky and i said
nooo why? I want to see the city and talk to you... The moment I

was very high in the sky, I saw the hole city. So i looked at the city
like wow “I HAVE TO REMEMBER THIS VERY COOL!” Then my soul
moved or flew to another part of the city and then went back to the
ground.
I saw a mummy in a Gold coffin and then I said HEEEY?? THATS
ME!! and than i started to cry and something pulled me away from
the mummy and teleported me to another recording.
When I woke up, I said wow was that Lord Thoth? And something
said “No Anubis, he has a kind of dog face”. So I searched Anubis
and my intuition says yes I saw him!
What do you guys think, you have any clue what this means?
Gano GrillsYou and 3 others manage the membership, moderators,
settings, and posts for Galighticus. Given Jones, you are catching up to all
of the answers that your soul has directly been given, directly from the gods
themselves. you have a rare ability to see beyond the 3rd, into higher
realities. When you assigned yourself to become a student, your giant leaps
where set. they will continue. be sure to document every one of them. Great
experiences you are having. Keep Anubis and LordThoth close to your
heart. There is much more coming good Sir. Your name also is a constant
confirmation,,,,GIVEN.
Cameron Thompson
7 hrs
Greetings- Galighticus Family and SMGG, I have to admit i am a bit
reserved or hesitant in sharing, but The night before last i had my first
interfacing, recording & self-revelation with the Orisha Divine Parent of
mine, whom SMGG told me to Interface with when i attended the TBP
seminar in the Vegas Star System. OsanYin- He appeared in the Air and
leaped into my hand in the form of a metalic Silver statue & i could feel the
negative energy leave me immediately & i became centered as my body felt
detoxified. He told me that i am ready to study & journey further into the
Medicines, Herbs, Roots & Leaves. A Moon had appeared in the night sky
then fell to the ground, he said i will guide you to where it fell, we walked
down a city street and he said now look down, there lied a silver coin with
the Orisha Ogun on the front of the silver coin. OsanYin said to me; i must
also interface with Ogun & get an Iron Cauldron, leaves/Knife & have them
purified of Wind, Air, Earth/Forest & Fire with Rum & to ask OsanYin & Ogun
for their Blessings & Grace before i may begin my practice. Then a flash of
light, then i awakened.OsanYin, A Dupe Alagbo, Ase'Cameron

Gano GrillsYou and 3 others manage the membership, moderators,
settings, and posts for Galighticus. OsanYin is indeed your patron deity.
Go to the bank and keep 15 silver dollars on your left side at all times and
be on the look out for Osanyin like peoples. As well as ST.LAZARO.
Oshumare also will be part of your journey.
The ilekes you should have on as well.
Be sure to always be ready to give a silver dollar to those who you WILL be
approached by and give them an ALAFIA salutation.
Your education of the herbal kingdom awaits.
If you have our app....there is a SOO for entering the floral kingdom.
Print it out and interface w it often.
Ashe
Given Jones
June 22 at 10:56 AM
Hi Everyone,
I had a Recording about a Egypt God, first I thought it was Lord Thoth. But
later something told me it was Anubis.
But before the recording I saw Sacred Geometry forms that transformed to a
female/male face with 3 eyes. The extra eye was her first/third eye.
Then somehow I appeared in an Sacred Kemet underground City with
pyramids and other buildings.
I wanted to explore and have some great experience. But then I saw a God
with his full armor and staff. I thought it was Lord Thoth, because I’m only
familiar with him. The God didn’t wanted me there I was thinking, because
he instantly shoot me into the sky and i said nooo why? I want to see the
city and talk to you... The moment I was very high in the sky, I saw the hole
city. So i looked at the city like wow “I HAVE TO REMEMBER THIS
VERY COOL!” Then my soul moved or flew to another part of the city and
then went back to the ground.
I saw a mummy in a Gold coffin and then I said HEEEY?? THATS ME!!
and than i started to cry and something pulled me away from the mummy
and teleported me to another recording.
When I woke up, I said wow was that Lord Thoth? And something said “No
Anubis, he has a kind of dog face”. So I searched Anubis and my intuition
says yes I saw him!

What do you guys think, you have any clue what this means?
Leasy Guilbe
11 hrs
Greetings Family
❤
Okay so at first i was a lil hesitant about sharing this recording
because of two reasons one being i wasnt to sure about the term
"genie" and secondly it was worried what it actually meant. So here
goes .... i will be brief and any insight will truly be appreciated.
So i appeared to be i a room with a group of ppl and noticed smgg over in
the corner he was talking to someone but acknowledged he saw me and
said i see you made it back or welcome back "genie" the next time we meet
i have to speak with you and just like that he was gone so my curiosity
couldn't wait i just had to know so i went threw this recording looking for
smgg because now i had a ton of questions so i come to a window and look
out and see him loading items into a vehicle and i want to call out to him but
decide against as i turn around i see him walking towards me but as he
walking towards me hes saying something i used to recite but in Arabic
facing the window i seek refuge in allah from shatan the accursed but there
was more he added to it that i havent heard before theres was a brief
interaction afterwards but that was the part that stuck out to me the most
Gano Grills is there any significant meaning here ?
Racina Benedict
Admin · June 28 at 8:21 PM
Giving thanks to my Divine Parents
I know they all worked to help
manifest this move into my new apartment. AEsir Baldr "the shiny one"likes
to show himself in the form of auspicious sightings of this truck in the most
"random" of times....I had just interfaced with his SOP because I needed
the means to move as I am working not to stress myself I look up and see
the truck as I normally do during these times and I say to myself " ok divine
daddy I know y'all got me. I love you all" I turn to the left and see this
moving truck with triple 7s on it...straight wink from the divine world and all
is working out..... I AM grateful for the knowledge that has been given by Sri
Master Gano Grills and the Galighticus Gods so that I may know of my
Divine Parents in the first place. Many blessings to all and continued
success on all our journeys
Marquetta A Green
June 27 at 10:15 PM

Good day family. I Wanted to share this with you all. My daughter asked
me today about our altar. She asked me Mommy, whats his name? I was
thinking she was talking about my Divine Father Ra. But, she corrected me
and said no the picture in the back. She likes his glasses. Which she also
wears, I told her SMGG wears beautiful glasses to help him see and so do
you. Thank SMGG for teaching me and my daughter little lessons.
Peace Sri Master Gano Grills,
I just wanted to share something with you
Last year around October I expressed interest in going to one of
your seminars and you were kind enough to extend to me a
discount. At the time I was pregnant with my sun and my partner
had just lost his job. I had the funds to go to the seminar in Las
Vegas including travel, lodging and the discounted rate for the
seminar. I had it all figured out but my partner didn’t have it.... so I
opted out, (instead of having faith) which was my fault because the
day we would’ve left he received a random direct deposit that
would’ve covered his entire cost.
I felt like so silly for not moving forward. I realize now that the
universe was conspiring for me to make it.
But I just wanted to thank you for your kindness. I think about this often and
just thought I would let you know DENEA CROMWELL
Second night in a row releasing just like at the workshop this more I
put the transducer under my pillow and out of this vision I saw this
what I wrote
1144 I had another release saying the same I words or garble felt
ancient primodIl words then A release had no control of my body it
feels like There is cleaning is taking place I feel super clear cleansed
and this warm wave of energy is coming over me . it feels pleasing
insert cremawsaahshu wasuwajit
Su wa je tee transformation of powering saw beings will long necks
and bodies the faces were purple green yellow orange spears of light
they were all watching me Then they became yellow light speeded
on the faces the a combination or geometry patterson formed into
purrple speared of light I was elevated to a higher realm I saw all
gold beings bhuddah with rays of diamonds upon him the quan Tim
gold being her face was a scream color the. Rubies and gold crystals
spa dig from her the next being gold with clear diamonds and
emeralds then a higher being with a gold face and ruby’s and

diamonds crown gold face gold body Summomd some all 12 gold
being formed Into a circle and becam one gold disk being in the
center emerge a divine dirty with hundrams of red rubies diamonds
and told me see I spoke the word so and in yes gold every thing was
gold the. A voice said write write write......the beings all sat upon gold
thrones in a room like palace sitting as I emerged I. The room that
when the first golden being arose and one by one they have me a
bow each being was more grand then. The next this is when they all
look at me and came I to a circle an form a greater being with all gold
being with rubies and diamonds upon it this being said see with
authority
1224 my right arm began to move as thou I was doing an incantation
or writing then my Arm had swept all my chakras 3 times before
falling to my side then a voice said write was its 1232am
Jason fells
David Angelo Loiria
11 hrs
Dear Galighticus family, here I am sharing what I've been experiencing with
the sequence of 44, 444,144 and other ones, lately it has been my best
companion, so I would like to show my gratitude to ArchAngel Michael, to
the Galighticus family and to Sri Master Gano Grills for coming to this
world to help lift this planet up. I am greatful.
I am not the best person with words maybe but I will let the pictures speak
for themselves, there are plenty more that I couldn't snap specially during
my return from the S.O.P seminar in London, wherever I turned my head or
checked the time. Thanks again for the guidance and for giving us the
courage to come forth.

Racina Benedict
Admin · July 20 at 11:29 AM
How you know the modalities of Galighticus are nothing to mess
with...
I had just received the Oshun KAnd-EL didn't even get to light it yet
and that very same day she gave several shout outs....
As I walked out of the underground rail system, there was a woman
with a yellow dress holding sunflowers....then more sightings of
sunflowers followed...then we see a random peacock in the

botanical gardens hopping up a tree....
When you receive a modality from Galighticus, treat it as if you are
holding the hand of a God...a divine ali...because you ARE
Much love honor and respect to the Gods of Galighticus that help to enrich,
enlighten and expand our lives daily
Racina Benedict shared a link.
Admin · Yesterday at 1:25 PM
A lot of us have had painful pasts...one of the many benefits of being part of
this movement is the ability to override the effects that pain has had on our
spiritual vibration in a deeply profound way. Through the compassion of
our soul family & modalities like the Sequence of Power we are reminded
of the infinite possibilities of life. The 3rd dimensional things we experience
here is such a small fraction of reality. Give thanks to the Gods of
Galighticus for being there when we call upon them and allowing us to have
modalities like ancestor money so that our ancestors have the freedom to be
our allies. Giving thanks to Sri Master Gano Grills for being a channel of
their & his own knowledge/wisdom.
Soon we will meet in Miami where we will have a beautiful stream of light
activated within our very beingness. To all of you that have the strength to
partake in this journey regardless of what life has bought you, applaud
yourself!
Lord Quardarius4 weeks ago
My Lord, I have seen you once again split the emerald green doorway
and usher in many of your students. When you uncloaked your
LordThoth form, it was like a science fiction movie, but far far greater.
We thank our Creator of all for your work..you give us so much here on
Terra and beyond.
Gano Grills shared a video.
Admin · July 20 at 7:49 AM
Yes its true...
This is EXACTLY how some of you respond when I show you my FULLFORM and tell you your destinies when you are dreaming.
Sometimes you will UNFRIEND me and develop a dislike towards me
because of it and not remember why.

Some of you are ready for it and come to the seminars and binge watch the
videos and actually become students and part of the #Galighticusmovement
on Earth.
Fascinating innit?!
Denise A Morgan
July 17 at 3:23 AM
Greetings Family! It was a pleasure seeing my soul family this weekend in
London. I am still here and I will be leaving tomorrow to arrive in Toronto
Wednesday. Wow! This was my first time in London and I truly had an
amazing time. This picture is my family I met for the first time on my
Mother's father's side. Mr. Clifford McDonald had many children. I began
burning ancestor money for him a few months ago, and I'm confident he
helped our meeting to be successful. Each of my cousins told me a different
story that occurred earlier in the day that allowed them all to meet me
together. It was amazing because the vibes was as if we met before.
Galighticus sequence of power brought me here to London, and my trip has
become more than what I had planned. They brought me on a little tour to
Bukingham Palace, Brixton, Big Ben, and Trafalgar Square! Absolutely
amazing! No one can ever take me away from Galighticus, I am at
home! Thank you so much Sri Master Gano Grills I truly appreciate you and
my soul family

❤

One Love EVERYTIME!!!

Hi how are you Sri Master I had a dream about you not the first one
but this one have me thinking and trying to make sense of it. Not
going to tell you all of it but what I can tell you is that there were other
beings in this dream when they appeared one was very tall and had
dark skin color/ black/ our skin color. I ask who she/he/ it was and the
response was the all and all/. More to the dream but not going to talk
about that but I can say Very interesting. Talk to you later Hi Sri
Master Gano! Ok in this dream you and I were to be married that's
why everyone, The All and All, the golden being she brought with
also. They were more of shimmering gold. The All and All held me
down with her mind in some kind of water and I ended up out of my
body watching what was going on. The golden beings were hold you
down from behind in the fountain of water also. Then all of a sudden
we were released and we became our GOD SELF. We were married
after the ceremony/ rituals. We went to wash up and I woke up. After

that dream I see that it has awakened something else because I feel
different. Didn't want to tell you about it because I'm like why am I
dreaming about that. STARLITHA THOMAS
Winifred Henry
42 mins
Greetings Baba Sri and Galighticus Family....I was truly honored to be at
SOP London....My sincere apologies that my internet and phone was
unavailable (I missed your message Baba Sri) embarrassing,but sacrafices
had to be made for me to attend SOP, as I am currently unemployed....I was
blessed with a small amount of money that was left from my Mothers
Funeral expenses( her funeral was in January this year) I truly did not
expect anything....I booked a room at the hotel, comfort suite....the price
was £144.18... when I arrived at Hotel I was given an upgrade to executive
suite room 2220 (was that you Baba Sri ? ) Felt the light flowing from the
opening prayer circle......So moved by the cord cutting deep within my
soul,thank you AAMichael and Baba Sri I am humbly Grateful to feel so
free within. A few days after still no internet I had to go to the local library
to use internet..On my way back saw some work men throwing lots of
books into a skip so I stop and asked to look through...the Lady who was
clearing her cellar came out and asked if i needed a bag.Among the books, I
got... Encyclopedia of Mythology, a large book with every Pantheon of the
Gods, their names and history,and The Oxford Chronical Tables of
History..records dating back as 1400 covering Egyptian,persia,Olympiads
ect eras... Abundance!! Not just money but Spiritual too..I`m Loving the
Galighticus Journey...Have an Abundant day Galighticus
Marquetta A Green
The Allfather God Odin has been in my recordings for the past month and a
half. I have seen him hanging from a tree yet smiling. But, mostly just like
this picture below. Looking at me. I'm not moving, nor do I see myself in
my records but, I know that I am there. Just the God Odin looking at me,
and when I'm about to wake up a raven or a wolf appears. I want to honor
him but, I'm unsure as to how? Anymore insight or knowledge you have
family, I would greatly appreciate. Thank you un advance SMGG and
Galighticus family. Ase
Julia Minto Sri Master Gano, my latest vision places you at a photo

shoot. You are wearing a grey suit and a crisp white shirt. You are
very calm, cool, collected and happy. Additionally, I see you trying
to turn the knob of a gadget but I do not know what it is. In this part
of the vision you are wearing a multicoloured, orange like cotton top
and you are surrounded by glasses of water that you are about to
drink.
Racina BenedictRacina and 3 others manage the membership,
moderators, settings, and posts for Galighticus. I just woke up from a
recording where he was telling me he was about to go do some modeling
gig that Oshun blessed him with
Glasses of water and orange top = Oshun???
What....lol this movement never ceases to amaze me....can't wait to see what
this means
In this recording it looked like I was in a foreign country....there was a big
tree out side of the window that stuff would get caught in because people
would hang their clothing outside but the neighborhood didn't look poor or
anything just old-school...Sri Master had told me about the modeling gig
over the phone....he said she blessed him with it to pay rent?
Julia Minto CONFIRMATION, RACINA
I forgot to mention he was clean shaven. This was a top of the line
production. Some famous photographer like Annie Leibowitz!
Before I traveled to London, as I had previously shared, I had been
offered a 2-bedroom duplex in a rent subsidized building which is
like striking gold in this city I live in so I had to take it..... which was
definitely a gift from the ancestors & divine parents....so it left me
wondering financially where the money was going to come from to
get to London...
Once again like LA....I bought the plane ticket out there.....did not
know how the rest of the details where going to work out.....I just
knew I was going to be there....so I went to interface with Sahu
Sekhmet KAnd-El after she gave me a nod that she wanted to assist
me which was def a result of the ritual we did in Las Vegas & giving
her some love in khemet...I also interfaced with the Lord Ganesha
transducer that includes a ritual that helps manifest a desired
request
The day I was supposed to be leaving, I'm almost on the verge of
giving up...but I speak to a fellow Galightican (and someone calls
her sekhmet as a nickname) and she encouraged me to stay
strong....... I'm speaking on the phone with my aunt....and she offers
to loan me the money for the trip....which I did not expect...she

gifted me the funds for the return flight.....(which was scheduled to
leave at 5:55 hey beloved
Lady Fortuna
, love you
dearly....I use her oil and/or pray to her on a regular basis)
The funds was gifted to her by a recently departed ancestor whom
we called Reggie....I had burned some ancestor money for him
because he was like an uncle to me. He and Sri Master have ran in
the same schedules m circles in the past....it's funny though...they
never met each other lol
So fast forward....I go to help with the set up of the music that plays
at the seminar........ Liz tells me the name of the playlist to look
for...but it didn't click to me that this was a different play list that Sri
Master normally plays at the seminars until I saw it on the screen
The name of that playlist was REGGIENESS EUROPA.....when I read
it....I knew why Sri Master named it that....yes he had his own
personal reasons.....but what was the chances he'd use that name?
After knowing my uncle Reggie assisted in this journey, intuitively I
knew that was also a wink from him letting me know he supports
this journey.....it really struck me because it was a jazz playlist which
is one of his favorite types of muse-ik
Then to further confirm things, just as it always seems to happen
when I travel outside of my city for a Galighticus seminar, I
somehow wind up staying at a hotel that has some representation of
a home address I have or had lived in and sure enough, the I stayed
at after the seminar was over happened to be on the street that had
the same name of one I lived on in my teens
Y'all please know that the ancestors and beyond are ready to
support your journey.....let us all learn to let go of expectation, have
patience and know that all we need to is let the ancestors and
divines know what we wish to do with our lives and they will open
unimaginable doors...and they also pick up on how determined and
disciplined we are

Given Jones Thank you for sharing Racina! This gave me more
motivation and release more expectation!
To see that we all facing problems and still we keep moving forward
and keep taking some fearless risks and still we break through the
limitations and spirit of lack. Because we know everything will be

alright. It’s a learning, be patience or succeed progression.
Even SRI Master Gano faces problems, before I thought from the
beginning his life is full of perfect. No mistakes was made LOL. But
then he told how it was and again a reminder.
But really thank you for sharing! This reminds me that this all is a
process. We will go through this all but we need to be patience. We
need to hold on, it will pay everything off. Next 6-10 years we will
look proud back and say “Yes this journey is worth everything!”
Some people would say “They would do this all over again” BUT I
would say “Ascension here I come, I AM OUT!”
Not only did I make it through your post I was mesmerized! I am on
the verge of tears not only did your ANCESTORS assist you your
tenacious spirit took you to London. This is too wonderful. Love you,
Racina
Racina BenedictRacina and 3 others manage the membership,
moderators, settings, and posts for Galighticus. l appreciate y'all taking the
time to read my long expression of truthfulness lol
Yes Given Jones we all have our struggle points....and through sharing the
honesty of them we can all learn from each other.....but when you get
through the tough times and you USE THE MODALITIES OF
GALIGHTICUS to do it...you then realize why you're here in the first
place....you realize that Sri Master Gano Grills really is who he says he
is....that we need to continue to apply the knowledge so that we can be
living testimonies of the greatness of this movement so that others who are
new to this will be inspired to learn.....it's a beauty-full endless ripple effect
of light and freedom from the earthly boundaries that we can all achieve...
May we all see the greatness in ourselves and what we are capable of...much
love family

Matthew Brooks
I was Feeling Down this Morning but when I put on my Cosmic
Beacon it Made me feel Wonderful!!! Changed my Whole Day

Around!!! On this Spiritual Journey we have our Ups and Downs
Good Days and Bad Days I Thank SMGG for all the Products and
Modalities to Help Ease our Transition to Higher Planes of
Conciousness!!!
BROCK KNIGHT
Since I've been burning Ancestor Money My Mothers Family has
come to me a lot in my Recordings. Last Night they all came to a
celebration. While in the Recording I didn't know what we were
celebrating but everybody was hugging me & showing me major
love. My Aunt gave me a hug & got pizza sauce all on my forehead &
cloths which made me have to go clean up & when I got in the
bathroom & looked in the mirror to wash off my face I could see my
first eye completely open and winking at me. My first eye was over
the pizza sauce not under it. I stayed in the bathroom for quite awhile
looking at myself. I then left & enjoyed the rest of my time there
talking with my cousin's
Dionne L.Cyrus
So I had the urge to do my Altar work in the evening as well as the
morning. I decided to continue with once a day though for now. Just
to get a little more comfortable and see how things go.
Well last Friday I had my apartment painted and had to do it in the
evening. That night my father visited me in a recording for the first
time ever. I have been doing this evening Altar work every night
since and every night Sri Master Gano Grills has been there. Any
thoughts or comments from my Galighticus family?
LGano GrillsYou and 3 others manage the membership, moderators,
settings, and posts for Galighticus. 1ST, stop saying altar work...iT IS
RATHER INTERFACE. YOUR FATHER has confirmed the old painting
had energies recorded that blocked his transmissions to you. He was the one
who got you to unblock it by painting a new, YES?
Novia McLymont
July 23 at 7:01 PM
Since coming to Galighticus, whenever I look at a crowd of people, I
think about who their Divine Parents might be. I imagine how much

they are being loved, even as they operate in their unawareness. I
AM then encouraged to be Sweeter, Kinder, and more Patient. I AM
inspired to spread more Light and Love on this planet. Not only
because Creation is taking note of everything we do, but more
because of just how good it feels. One more way that Galighticus
has changed my existence. I AM so grateful! ♥
Brock Knight
In my Recording last night both my Grandmother's & 1 of my Aunts
came to me and asked "did you see this?" They then showed me a
snippet of a Dr. Oz type tv show called Medical Diaries where Sri
Master Gano Grills put his hands on a sick man's shoulders &
healed him on the spot. The man reacted quite strongly to the
Energy, the man yelled and shook a lil, that's when Sri Master Gano
Grills said with a smile on his face & as calm as could be "Ok, that is
enough." Love Love SMGG Love Love Galighticus Family
Natasha Gordon
20 hrs
Greetings, so last night I had a Transmission whereby it was a War like
setting, and we were fighting these beings, and there was this ball and I had
mixed some powder like substance in it.....me and SMGG was fighting it
and I passed the ball to the being and SMGG did some Mudras with his
hands and the being was destroyed.....I was like mind blown and I recall
saying the exact words....SMGG looked at me like really....that was
nothing.....although I was so happy that I had did my part.....and I was like
okay not mind blown, (this is what felt like a telepathic conversation we
were having)but I learned something new.....and the transmission shifted
and the something new is a mystery. Peace, Love and Light to the
Galighticus Fam!
Meru Marangu shared her first post.
New Member · 12 hrs
SMGG!! I know you hear this a lot but YOU ARE AMAZING!!! Had my
consultation yesterday and less than 24hrs later I have seen and received
profound results and the much needed reprieve. Words can never Thank
You enough!!! Much Lite to you and yours!!!
jayratedr1 day ago (edited)
Lord thoth has been working with me lately... everything I do and
where I go.. he's showing me himself through symbolism, etc... I've been

paying attention....it's amazing and humbling when a God, especially
one as powerful as Lord Thoth shows interest in a being. Then as I look
at your video just posted Sri master Gano...who do u have big as day on
your shirt.. .??? LORD THOTH!! wow! Synchronization in full effect!
#peace & #Namaste
Lord Quardarius1 day ago
My Lord SRI Master Gano....When I slept with my LT medallion. I
witnessed your Lordthoth presence initiating an entire realm of
lightbeings into a green ship. I felt as I would break apart if I continued
to observe. The feelings was too powerful for words. So grateful to have
witnessed this , My Lord. I thank the creator for you every day.
L L4 weeks ago
had a dream met you
500topdollar4 weeks ago
Sri Master Gano Grills, You have such a glow and it's so beautiful. Thank
you for this message.
Star
4 weeks ago
Thanks for your time much love and respect for you. I had a dream
that I've met my Devine Mother and we were speaking telepathically.

Vanya Neptune
18 hrs
I have to attest to the Power of the demon destroyer Word of Power.......I
had a recording Friday night that a saw a green pillar structure on the
ground. I thought it was a beautiful structure. I pushed it and realized it was
very light, which I thought it would have been heavy. As I lifted up this
green pillar there was a statue of a beautiful woman. She started to move
and came out of the ground, she asked back for her crown. So I gave it back
to her peacefully, I thought everything was all good after that. She started to
come towards me like a zombie with her mouth open and I got a little
shooked up and was not sure what to do. I was trying to figure out what she
was. The thought just came to me to say the demon destroyer word of power
3 times and she was gone. After that I felt a ball of strong energy in my
hands...
Thank you Sri Master Gano Grills for giving this word of power to add to

my arsenal of weapons. I didn’t thought I would have to use it anytime
soon. Thank you

Pedro Fonseca
22 hrs
So Galighticus family, gotta share something with you all! Last few days
have been rough for me with dark recordings and so on. I was a bit
desperate and asked for Sri Master Gano's help. Today on my meditation I
was walking around this sewer or something and all of a sudden I saw the
number 14 with a switch which I pushed and a door opened. There was a
beautiful living room filled with colorful furniture I kept on walking and
soon enough I saw Sri Master Gano. I went walking by his side and we
went to this land filled with mountains and green and lakes it was
astonishing. The first exalted being I saw was Mansa Musa and he gave me
his right foot filled with gems and gold then Lord Ganesha appeared and
started dancing with Sri Master and Lord Vishnu came brought me up and
spoke with me and also Sri Lakshmi and "auntie" Kali was also there and
Lord Buddha which was an actual mountain arouse and it was a true
blessing. Just amazing! They showed me the people who were giving me a
hard time and banged them away to the point that they should be afraid of
Us now...it was a blessing to say the least my friends! I can't express how
grateful, humbled and empowered I actually Am. Thank you Sri Master
Gano Grills and Galighticus! #IAmGalighticus! Love you all!

Kobe Jones
New Member · 1 min
One more thing. I had a recording last night in which SRI MASTER gave
me two new Sequence of Power. One for teleportation and another for
something else... i think it was to be able to replecate my form because
when SRI MASTER gave it to me there was four of him at the same time.
Really cool. Enjoy your day everyone.
Kobe Jones
New Member · 8 mins
Greating everyone. Just sharing an experience that literally just happened. I
lit my CREATOR KAndEL at my altar just now for 7mins. and right before
the time was up the KAndEL started making sounds. Its difficult to describe

what I heard but it almost sounded like a crocodile screetching. Really cool.
CREATOR KAndEL is no joke!!!!!
Good Evening Sri Master Gano Grills, I was wondering do you
lecture on Yeshua vs Jesus? I believe the message of Yeshua was
not heard and I find it disturbing how there is so much false
information within the bible. Sri Master Gano Grills I see you in my
recordings as your self and as Lord Thoth. I am not afraid and I ask
that I remember my recordings so that I may share my experience. I
love you so much my Father. I am purchasing my tickets to the
golden chariot shortly. I intend to see you at the Seminar in
September and I pray to see you soon before that.
Fabiola Belfort
LaTisha Torrence Yes indeed epic! I had many recordings awhile back
and you were in a couple of them. My cosmic family hired you to bestow
me a medallion because I graduated the 9th cycle. Thank you! Beautiful
drawing behind you.
Khonsu Imhotep The energy from the transmission last night was so
beyond any that I've experienced that it made me check my surroundings
and question what dimension I was in. An extremely revealing energy of
what everyone who is blessed with the Galighticus is capable of
POTENTIALLY in this lifetime. Blown away...
Amazing recordings with you SMGG!!
You were teaching me a new language called something like
Silkian??? And u brought me to one of my past star planets to meet
family so amazing
Heather
Nathaniel Brown
Good evening Sri Master!!! Three night ago I had a recording of me
in a warehouse. I was working on this conveyor belt that had Lord
Ganesha Transducer coming down the belt. I was inspecting them
and then handing them to a guy I didn’t recognize and on my third
inspection of the Lord Ganesha Transducer a women appeared
(either a zombie or demon) As I picked up the third LG Transducer
she grabbed my hand and bit my thumb and wouldn’t let go. I told
her to get off of me and she wasn’t listening. So I grabbed the LGT
and started to hit her on the left said of her face and then I woke up.

End of recording. This morning around 6:46 I felt something Circular
around my head and I heard a women’s voice very Conley say did
you think the tree. I said I acknowledged the tree gave the offerings
to the tree and then saluted the tree but I was still in between
recording and here 3D when I felt and heard the voice I brought the
image of the tree back into my awareness and thanked the tree for it
shade and oxygen and cover that it provides for me ASHÈ end of
record and I woke up and heard this high frequency sound cut off
and I felt the Circular object leave. Thank you for taking your time out
to read this
your thoughts on this will be deeply
appreciated please and thank you kindly Sri Master. This is the
second time I have felt this circular device around my head. The first
time I felt and heard it was two weeks ago and i felt someone or
something rap there arms around me a the male voice said your new
life. It kind of startled me and I say what..... whattttt and woke up.
Thank you Sri Master
your insight is deeply needed

